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ABSTRACT
Three
distinct
components
comprise
an
Information
System:
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, DATA MANAGEMENT, and STORAGE MANAGEMENT.
Until
recently,
all
three
have been subsumed
under
data
As
applications
become
more demanding,
as support
management.
criteria
become more complex, and as storage
capacity
becomes
very
large
the
need for functional
independence
of these three
management areas has become more apparent.
Recognition
of
this
been popularized
situation
has
through
the
phrase,
"data
independence",
or more precisely,
"data
independence
from
information"
and "data independence
from storage*'.
in achieving
data independence
arises
through the
The difficulty
incompatibility
of a complex information
space being supported
by
but
limiting
approach,
has
The popular,
a simple storage space.
the information
space into a restrictive
record
been to force
This achieves
a deceptive
compatibility
allowing
only the
space.
This
recordappearance of data independence
at the user level.
approach
has become pervasive
for small databases even
oriented
constrains
applications,
requires
substantial
user
though it
and imposes inherent
processing
inefficiencies.
storage overhead,
As
databases become very large and as distributed
systems become
(not
data
need for
inherent
superficial)
desirable
the
intended
as a
This
paper
is
independence
becomes crucial.
independence
and
tutorial
and will
describe
conditions
for data
the
concepts of Extended Set Theory as a general model
summarise
for expressing
information
systems
embodying
data
independence.
will
be demonstrated
by considering
some major
This
generality
and support
of very
large,
design
problems pertinent
to the
backend information
systems.
distributed,

be emphasized that Extended Set Theory is
should
It
not a specific
and is
for expressing
solutions
membership condition",
"redundant
Though
itself.
and "set-theoretic
interface"
membership condition",
Extended Set Theory does not preclude
any
concepts,
or existing
implementations.
concepts,
data structures,
Extended Set Theory embraces them all under a unifying
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a formalism
solution
in
#*distributed
may be new
current
DBMS
Rather,
model.

OVERVIEW:
Biological
systems
have been processing
and communicating
information
since long
before
the advent
of current
computer systems.
Information,
therefore,
has
definition,
representation,
and structure
independent
of
computer
any
characteristics.
However,
when the computer
is used to augment information
processinq,
this independent
nature of information
is
difficult
to
preserve.
The difficulty
arises
because the storage environment
of a computer functions
primarily
on storage
location,
and secondarily
on storage
content.
Information,
however, functions
solely
on content.
It is the intervention
of location
that
produces
implementation
dependencies.
Since
location
is strictly
a storage
parameter,
the extent
to uhich an information
representation
is
dependent
on
location
is the extent
to which that implementation
is "data dependent".
In
order to formalize
the interaction
between information
and storage:
STORAGE will
be defined
as a function
over addresses and bit-strings;
DATA will
be defined as
a function
over location
and content:
while INFORMATION will
be defined
as a
function
over content
alone.
(It is not necessary that these definitions
extend
beyond the sccpe of this paper.
The intent
here is not to establish
definitions
for
information,
data and storage,
but rather
to treat
them as function
spaces
and establish
properties
of the interactions
between
these
spaces.
Something
defined
to be data in one situation
may be considered
in another situation
as
either
information
or storage.)
The relation
between information
and data will
be described
by an embedding
of
information
into
data,
and the relation
betveen
data
and storage mill be
described
by an embedding of
data
into
storage.
Once such embeddings
are
formally
the property
of functional
independence
can be characterized.
defined,
To describe
embeddings with functional
independence,
two fundamental
properties
of Set Theory will
be used:
.

A SET IS DEFINED BY ITS HEMBERSHIP CONDITION.

.

A HEMBERSHIP CONDITION IS INDEPENDENT OF ITS REPRESENTATION.

In Classical
Set Theory
the
membership condition
does not imply order, thus
using
Some
forcing
order
to be attifically
supported
nestings
of sets.
difficulties
arise with this approach that may best be avoided with Extended Set
With
has partial
ordering
integral
to the membership condition.
Theory'
which
systems
information
can be
the notation
and concepts of Extended Set Theory,
set-theoretic
interfaces
providing
functional
independence
of
designed
having
The
and
management.
data
storage
management,
information
management,
application
flexibility
and operational
efficiency
of designs incorporating
setSome of the inherent
advantages
in
will
be discussed.
interfaces
theoretic
implementations
supporting
complete data independence
may be obvious,
many more
and concepts of Extended Set Theory are
as the notation
will
become apparent
and storage.
presented
in describing
data as a mapping space between information

INFORUATION and STORAGF:
while
oriented,
(or
'what')
information
is content
Simplistically
stated,
The interrelation
betueen information
storage is address (or 'where@) oriented.
Storage media are
by these dissimilar
orientations.
and storage is complicated
referenced
by
collections
of addressable
bit-strings;
since the number of bits
Addressable
Unit(' [SAW]
will
be
is not standard,
the term nSmallest
an address
media
the storage
Besides being a repository,
used in place of 8@bit-string".
for
retrieving
SAUs by means of their
an @*access function"
must provide
relatively
uniform nature of the storage
In contrast
to the simple,
addresses.
As an
may have a very simple or extremely
complex structure.
media, information
between
information
and storage,
consider
the
example
of
the interaction
collection
X of all even numbers from 1 to l,OOO,OOO.
-me

1 See CHILDS
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The following

questions

Is

9 in X ?

Is

30,792

in

may easily

be answered:

X 1

Ace any of these (8, -6, 49, 101) in X ?
of y, is y in X ?
For what values
How many numbers
in X ?
Given a storage device M consisting
of a linear
sequence of locations
uniquely
labeled
from 1 to 500,000,
how many uays ace there
of storing
the collection
X?
Under the restriction
that each location
can contain
ONLY one number at a time,
there
are 500,000!
distinct
storage
representations
of X [see Pig.
11. What
EXANPLE 1.
STORE

( 2,4,6,8,...,

M = (<L,I>:

J IN

106

A MEMORYWITH 500,000

(1<L<5OOOOO)&(O<I<lOs)co
12

even)

)

3

N-2

THERE ARE 500,000

is

LOCATIONS

N-l

N

N=500,000

FACTORIAL UNIQUE REPRESENTATIONS OF M.
FIGURE 1,

representation
should be chosen
fcr answering
the previous
questions?
For an
arbitrary
choice of storage representation,
the question,
"1s z in X ?I*, can be
supported
locations
and examining
Which
cnly
by selecting
the
contents.
location
should be examined first?,
second?,...,
next?
(For z=9.
500,000
all
must be examined,
either
explicitly
or implicitly.)
If there existed
a
locations
selection
strategy
for always picking
the appropriate
location
first,
then any
storage representation
would do.
Or if
there
always
mere a strategy
for
l'best"
representation,
then the number of examinations
the
storage
choosing
minimized.
A
means of coupling
the dissimilar
properties
of
would
be
with a content-location-selection
strategy
is needed.
information
and storage
This mapping is supplied
by DATA,

DATA:
Data
behaves as an intermediary
between information
and storage
by alloifing
a
organization
of a complex information
structure
to be supported
more compatible
media.
he
by the simple
address/SAU
organization
of storage
Data has to
compatible
both
to
the
information
and to the storage [see Fig.
21. Since
implies
oriented
and information
is
not,
compatibility
storage
is address
to support
the information.
representation
choosing
the appropriate
storage
of the
representation,
different
Since
processing
speed is a function
often
dictate
different
representations.
information
processing
needs
will
there
representation
for
a
collection
of
Sometimes
exists
a 'Ina tural"
for
instance,
X was the set of even
information.
In
the
previous
example,
pairs,
location
integers
betveen 1 and l,OOO,OOO;
and H was the storage set of
name with location
number.
Using set-theoretic
notation:

I = (<L,#>:(L=location)&(X=even

integer

< 106) J

There
SOO,OOO!
unique
instances
of M.
However,
are
with
the
property
inherent
to the numbers in X, coupled
names,
the
particular
instance
Ml seems most natural:
nl

=

[<1,2>,

<2,4>,

<3,6>,

. . . .
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<500000,1000000>

using the
choice
for

by

J

ordering
location

DATA IS AN INTEREEDIARY

@--++j

STORAGE

DATA COMPATIBLE TO BOTH INFORMATION & STORAGE
FIGURE 2
with
this
representation
for X, the relation
between the information
request,
a1Is 2 in X ?I1
translates
nicely
into examining
the contents
of the
highest
location
5 h/2.
The relation
betveen
information
content
of X and the
location/number
pairs of Ml can be established
by: z is in X if
and
only
if
<z/2, z> is in Ml.
Even
vhen natural
representations
exist,
they cannot alvays be used.
In the
above example, for instance,
contiguous
addresses may not always be available
to
directly
preserve orderings.
In general,
information
sets
do not
suggest
natural
storage
representations.
Though no specific
representations
are usually
dictated
by information,
many representations
may be inherently
incompatible.
Since data is to be a means for expressing
information
vith a supporting
storaqe
representation,
vhich representation
should be used vith which information
space
and under vhat conditions?
Current
Data
Rase nanagement Systems
have resolved
this question
in various
ways.
The general assumption
seems to dictate
choosing
and then imposing constraints
on the expression
of the
a storage representation
information
space.
This may or may not be an ideal approach.
To validate
this
assumption
requires
a general
model for expressing
ANY relationship
between
information
and data and ANY relationship
between
data
and storage,
and to
what data organization
best supports
which information/storage
pairs.
determine
One choice for aodeling
these spaces and their
relationships
is
Classical
Set
Theory.

SPACES:
In order to model and delineate
all the relationships
between Information,
Data,
a fundamental
modification
to Classical
Set Theory must eventually
and Storage,
However, by using the notation
of Classical
Set Theory the complexity
be made.
along with the inherent
difficulty
spaces can be characterized,
of information
To express
a collection
of napping an information
space into a storage space.
consider
each unit as the ordered pair <address,SAU>,
then a
units,
of storage
S, could be expressed:
collection,
S = (<a,b>:

(a is an address)

E (b is a SAU))

This collection
contains
all possible
combinations
a specific
a location
cannot
be multiply
occupied,
be a restriction
of S Precluding
the same address
Sl is a storage
instance
of S if:
Therefore,
Sl

If

is a subset of S, and
both <x,y> and <x,2> are in Sl,

in a conventional
For example,
at locations
23, 600, and 4315,

then

Since
of address/SAU pairs.
instance
of storage,
Sl,
must
from appearing
more than once.

y=z-

computer memory the numbers 200, 13, 106 stored
respectively,
could
be
expressed
by
the
set
instance.)
(In Example 1, Ml vas a storage
(<4315,106>,
<23,200>,
<600,13>).
the
address
When many devices of varying
type contribute
to the storage space,
of
units
[see
Fig.
31. A collection
may be expressed
in
modular
portions
units,
on those
of operations
address/SAL) units
coupled vith
a collection
A storage
space can always be modeled by a set of
a storage
space.
constitutes
and an appropriate
collection
of operations.
An
ordered address/content
pairs,
requires
a more complicated
structure
than just
a
however,
information
space,
information
concerning
for
example,
consider,
collection
of ordered pairs.
B=<a,b,c> and
Let: A=(a,b,c)
and the airline
flights
among them.
cities
three
path
C=<b,c,a>
where A is an unordered collection
of city names, B is a flight
path from b to c to a. Tvo Iltypesn of sets
a to b to c, and C is a flight
f co0
are
are involved
in this example.
The sets (a,b,c),
[b,c,a),
[c,a,b),
[a,c,bl
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flODULAR STORAGE STRUCTURES
REHORY= (C<unit,address>,<W

of

SAU,contents>>,

<...>,...)

DISC = [<<pack,cylindar,track),<YSAU,contents>>,

<...>,...I

TAPE = (<<reel,file,blcck>,<#SAU,contents>>,

<...>,...)

FIGURE 3.
all one and the same set of cities.
The order of the notation
does not imply an
order
on the set,
However,
<a,b,c>,
<c,b,a>,
<b,a,c>,
<a,c,b>
are all
distinctly
different
sets reflecting
different
orderings
of the cities.
Complex
structures
may be specified
by mixing these two types of sets; for example:
( <a,b>, <b,c>, <a,a>, <a,<b,c>> }
f <a,b>,
[lalr~a,bll
1
t a, fbJ, iIclll
<h&a>,
t<i<talra>,bl

,c>,al

I

To model an information
space with
Set Theory
setrequires
a well-defined
theoretic
structure
along
with
an appropriate
collection
of operations.
Similarly,
a data space can be defined
as a collection
of operations
and a welldefined
structure.
For a given information
space and a given storage
space,
what operations
and
what structure
should
be chosen for the data space?
Since the operations
and
structure
of the data space must use the operations
and structure
of the storage
space to support
the operations
and structure
of the information
space, it seems
necessary
to require
some knowledge
of
both the
information
space
and the
order
to implement
storage
space
in
a data
space.
For any specific
implementation
the storage space will be known (how it may change may or may not
be known).
The implementation
then depends on knoving,
or anticipating,
the
the operations
structure
and operations
of the information
space.
In general,
are reasonably
standard,
but structure,
however, is by no means standard
or,
in
the
two fundamental
tasks of a data
general,
even well-defined!
Therefore,
space are:
.

"flODEL" THE INFCRHATION SPACE.

.

"EHBED" THE INFORMATION SPACE INTO A STORAGE SPACE.

RODELS and EIIEEDDXNGS:
well-ordered
linear
structure
which can be modeled
A storage
space has a simple,
An information
space, in
general,
has a
by a qualified
set of ordered pairs.
structure,
This possibly
very complex
partially
ordered,
non-linear
nested,
data
which
in
space
information
space is to be modeled by a less complicated
well-ordered,
linear
storage space.
A
by a simple,
turn
is
to be modeled
reflected
in
reduction
in complexity
requires
an expansion
in structure
as is
In order to formalize
this reduction
of complexity
relationship,
the
Fig.
4.
STRUCTURE EXPANSION

~[?)~~~<address,SAU>,

<.-.>,...}

FIGURE 4
following
1

Also

definition
called

of a P-model,

a behavior

or property'

model.
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model,

is

introduced:

P-BODEL: MOW
IF X is a space uhich reflects
properties
p:
AND Y is a space which reflects
properties
p:
THEN X and Y behave1 the same with respect to
AND X is a p-model of Y and Y is a p-model of

OX(p)
Or(p)
p,
X: OX(p)=aY(p).

The notion
behind
this definition
is to retain
the general
nature of a model,
but at the same time to qualify
the interpretations
and uses of models
so that
relations
and distinctions
among them may be more easily
discerned.
A p-model
allows an interpretation
on the behavior
of one space to reflect
the behavior
of
another.
This definition
does not diminish
modeling generality,
since
a space
is defined
in terms of a structure
and a collection
of operations,
either
one of
which
could
be null.
When two spaces
preserve
the identical
properties
p
behave in the same way with regard to p), they will
(i.e.,
be called
"EQUIVALRNT
UNDER p".
An example from medical research
of modeling
biological
spaces
is
experiments
where mice are being used to model the relation
between smoking and
lung cancer in humans.
Under the cancer-causing
properties
of smoking,
humans
(though mice normally
exercise
better
judgment).
and mice are equivalent
Under
every space is an exact-model
of itself,
the property
of identity,
and is
not
equivalent
to auy other space.
storage must be defined
to include
ALL properties
for ALL
In a storage-model,
Any particular
storage device
be characterized
by a
would
storage devices.
The general storage model would have a
subset
of these
properties.
proper
device,
and the
"finer
resolution"
than a model for
the particular
storage
be nembedded" in the general storage model [see Pig51.
device
models
would
STORAGE MODELS AND DEVICES
GIVEN TWO STORAGE DEVICES: Dl, D2
CHARACTERIZED BY PROPERTIES: A, B
WHERE:
A = (6-bit
byte, 10 millisec,
x, y, z)
B = (B-bit
byte, 6 millisec,
a, b, y, Z)
X IS A S-MODEL; A AND B ARE SUBSETS OF S
THEN THE FOLLCWING ARE PIODELS:
OX(A) = 'JDl(A)
OX(B) = oD2(B)
AND THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTIONS HOLD:
OX(A) << OX(S)
OX(B) << OX(S)
AND THE FOLLCWING EBBEDDINGS HOLD:
“Dl(A)
f "X(S)
eD2(B) l- "X(S)
FIGURE 5.
ter 10s must be
additional
these
In order to compare the behavior
cf models,
For example,
Degrees of modeling can be described
through resolution.
refined.
people, it
of
to a collection
unationality"
is applied
the
property
if
having
the
same
partitions
the collection
into equivalence
classes of people
is equivalent
under the
the same nationality
having
Everyone
nationality.
then
the
nationality-model,
If age is added to the
property
nationality.
alone.
nationality/age-model
has finer
resolution
than the nationality-model
RESOLUTICN: "<<"
GIVEN OH(q) and any proper subset p of q,
THEN .Y preserves
the behavior
of p: on(p)
AND on(q)
has finer
resolution
than On(p):
Resolution

plays

an

important

role

in

quantifying

aB(p)<<aB(q)the

degree

of modeling

p, there is
1 For every combination
of operations
and operands in X that reflect
and operands in Y that reflect
P: and
a corresponding
collection
of operations
conversely.
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preserved
by an interpretation.
The
nationality-model
is
contained
in
the
nationality/age-model
of
higher
resolution.
This
contained
model
is
an
embedding
under identity.
The general
concept
of embedding
allows
a model to be
associated
with
some of the properties
in another
space.
The eventual
objective
is to embed an information
model into
a storage
model of finer
resolution,
thus
of the information
space.
preserving
the desired
properties
EMBEDDING:

“b”

GIVEN OB (p) <<nB (q)
OA (p),
THEN for all

nA (p)

is

embedded

in

nB (q) :

nA (p) COB (q) -

model
is an interpretation
of another
space,
while
an embedding
is a mapping
which preserves
the same interpretation
between
two models.
An embedding
is
a
transitive
relation:
A )B and B)C implies
A EC, [see Fig.
6 1. This definition

A

EMBEDDING:

<A,Z>

)

<< 100,2>,<Cl,E9>>

INFORMATION

+

TO HEHORY TO DISC

<<VOL3,CYL6,4BYT>,<<lGCJ,2>,<Cl,E9>>>

FIGORE 6
can be applied
to any two arbitrary
spaces,
OX(A)
and uY (B) , to
embedding
with
highest
resolution.
Let
C = An B,
then
If C is null,
the spaces are disjoint
and only
the
OY (C) IOX (A).
Given that
there
exists
a non-null
embedding,
mutually
en bedded.
is to model,
cr implement,
the particulars
of such an embedding.
mode1
arbitrarily
general
spaces
and
implement
embeddings
resolution,
the proper
notation
and operations
are
required.
accepted
Classical
Set Theory
is a natural
candidate
generality,
these
requirements.

CLASSICAL

find
the
mutual
and
OX (Cl toy (B)
null
model
is
the next step
In
order
to
to
any desired
its
Because
of
for satisfying

SET THEORY 1:

A field
in a record,
a record
in a file,
a file
on a disc,
a block
on
a tape:
Sets are defined
all
reflect
the
basic
principal
of Set Theory,
MEMBERSHIP.
An element
is either
in a set or it is not;
ONLY by their
membership condition,
This membership
condition
is a logical
expression
G
there
is
no in bet ueene.
For a given
G, the
True or False.
such that
for all
values
of x, G(x) is either
Notationally
a set can
G(x) is true.
set Q is the collection
of all
x Euch that
be expressed
by an explicit
list
of elements
uhich satisfy
the condition
G,
or
Using this
notation,
using
the
logical
expression
itself,
Q = (x: G(x) ) .
by
the follouing
are well-defined
sets:

:xP’ (i’iAc!n)even
I I (Ia) ,bl ,cl I
(x:
(x is red) or

integer)

}

(x is

made of

steel)

)

than
one
for all
even integers
greater
For X in Example
1, G was an expression
Notice
that
(a, a, b, b, b, c) = (a, b,
and
less than or equal
to one million.
inherent
since
duplication
is
not
an
This is a notational
redundancy,
Cl Elements
@@anand ‘lb” are either
in a set once or they
membership.
property
of
It should
be emphasized
that
(2,4,6,8)
= (4,6,2,8)
=
are not in the set at all.
they all
have exactly
the same
since
These all
express
the
same set,
(8,2,6,4).
Even though
there
exists
a natural
ordering
on the elements
in a set,
members.
The notation
of Set Theory
A SET DOES NOT SPECIFY AN ORDERING ON ITS ELEIENTS!
means
for
may seem to impose such an ordering,
but
it
is
just
a short hand
1 In this
paper the terms laClassical
Set Theory”
and “Set Theocyn
refer
to
any
etc.)
that
defines
order
Theory
of Sets
(Zeraelo-Fraenkel,
von Neuman, Bernaps,
[see FRAENKEL; SUPPES; WILDER]
in terms
of nested
sets.
will
be
discussed
later
in
this
2 The concepts
of Fuzzy Sets and Multisets
paper.
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EYABPLES OF SETS AND SET OPERATIONS
A
B
I!-=
n
F

= [a, b, c)
= (b, <c,d>,
(<X,y>: The
= (<c,m>: The
= [<c,f>:
The

la] )
Square
Bother
Father

Root of ax@ is *y*
of *c' is *ma )
of *cl is If* )

)

UNION: AUB = [x: (x in A) or (x in B) )
INTEBSECTICN: AnB = (x: (X in A) and (x in B) ]
IHAGE: A[B] = [y: (<x,y> in A) and (x in B) )
FIND ALL GRANDFATHERSOF PEOPLE IN A:
GF = F[ F(A]nN[A]
]
FIGURE 7.
expressing
the membership
condition,
express whether an element is in a set

and the
membership
or not.
[See examples

condition
in Fig.

can only
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Order can be introduced
in Set Theory by using nested sets in a number of ways*.
The Kuratowski
definition
of an ordered pair,
though not the firsta,
is the most
frequently
used. Let <a,b> be defined to be an equivalent
notation
for the set
It
may not be immediately
obvious that this definition
supplies
(Ial. Ia,bll.
order,
However, note that for atb [a,b) = (b,a) uhile <a,b> # <b,a>.
(Two sets
are equal
if
and only
if
they
have exactly
the
same
elements
and
Since
<a,b>
# <b,a>,
an interpretation
may be
(la), bbll
# (lbl, Orb))-)
applied
to the notation
that 'Ia precedes b** in <a,b> and that mb precedes aw in
With
this
definition
of order,
<b,a>,
certain
classes of models cannot be
preserved
using Set Theory.
For example, a model dictating
both
nesting
and
betueen
<a,b> and [[a},[a,b)).
Thus the set
order
may need to distinguish
( <a,b>,
((a),[a,b))
) would be inadequate
since
it
is equivalent
to both
(<a,b>]
and (((al,
Other anomalies occur uhen set operations
are used
la,blll.
not intuitively
obvious
with ordered pairs.
it
is
that
the
For example,
following
should hold:
<a,b> (3 ta,x> = <a,a>
<a,b> n <x,b> = NULL
(a) is in <a,b>
(bJ is not in <a,b>
is
expanded in Set Theory from pairs to include
n-tuples
(or an
When ordering
other
difficulties
arisen,
including
set
ordered sequence of wnw objects),
This presents a
operations
being virtually
excluded
from operating
on n-tuples.
even the simplest
with
Set Theory,
for
severe
problem
in
modeling
data
and the
usual
information
space may require
records with more than two fields
Some successful
has more than two sequential
locations.
memory space generally
One approach is to preclude
sets
and n-tuples
compromises have been achieved.
Another approach is to preclude
sets and develop npairs*.
and just
SUEFOrt
n-tuple
as a separate
The third
approach is to introduce
tuple operationsa.
Without belaboring
further
the problems of n-tuples
in Set Theory, it is
types.
that Set Theory cannot be considered
a general
model for information,
asserted?
to include
a well-defined
extended
spaces
until
it
is
data, and storage
Though
condition
for n-tuples
that does not depend on nesting
sets.
membership
does provide
the
essential
modelm, it
Classical
Set Theory is a restricted
mechanism for Data Independence.

DATA INDEPENDENCE:
The strongest
definition
fcr
Data Independence
is
functional
independence
functional
space along
with
information
the
space and the data
between
Any other definition
independence
between the data space and the storage space.
1 See SKOLEB
* Wiener in 1914 and Kuratowski
in 1921,
3 See SKOLEN; CHILDS for elaboration
l
See f4cCARTHY
5 See CODE: NCRE
6 See SCHWARTZ
7 See CHILDS
8 This restriction
is removed by Extended
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Set Theory.

for Data Independence
relaxes
these conditions.
Functional
independence
between
two spaces
intuitively
should allow each space to operate on its own structure
without
regard to the activity
of the
other
When two spaces
space.
are
disjoint,
functional
independence
is
assured.
However,
when one space is
embedded in another;
what mechanism will
support
functional
independence?
To
explore
this question
further
requires
a more rigorous
definition
of functional
independence.
PUNCTIONAL INDEPENDENCE: "0"
IF OX(A) is embedded in
THEN OX(A) is functionally

Or(B)
independent

of OY(BVA)~:

oX(A)onY(B~A).

This definition
states
that since OX(A)
is
equivalent
to OY(A),
neither
is
affected
by
the
behavior
of the remaining
properties
in B, For example, let
B=(a,b,c,d)
and let
A=(b,d)
then
OX([b,d))
is
functionally
independent
of
independent
of
oY((a,cl):
OX( @,a) 1 n OY( [a,cl) . The null model is functionally
all
models.
Functional
independence
applies
to any two arbitrary
models OX(A)
and oy (5) : for
C=AflB
by
the definition
of
OX(Cl I-Or (8) and oY(C)foX(A)
embedding.
Therefore,
nX(C)neY(B~C) and oX(A~C)ooY(C).
oX(A~C)n"y(Bqc)
holds
because they are disjoint
modeling spaces.
Since an information
space
is
functionally
independent
of any
inherently
computer
characteristics,
Data Independence
is
precluded
in any Information
System where the information
space relies
on the
representation
in
the data
space,
This
reliance
is a form of
%listributed
membership
condition*',
(i.e.,
when one space relies
on knowledge
within
another
space
in
order
to
perform
its
operations).
To the user, a program may appear indepeodent
of the
data representation
simply because this knowledge is not required
to operate the
program.
The primary
task
in achieving
functional
independence
between
Information,
Data,
and storage
spaces
is
to make them independent
of each
others'
representations.
independence
spaces
The mechanism for supporting
functional
between
through
A set is specified
by
representation
isolation
is
fundamental
to Set Theory.
its membership condition,
G, but since G is just
a truth
functional
it
can be
its values.
The following
are equivalent
expressed
in
any way that preserves
representations
of the same set:
I 2,4,6,8,10
(x:
(2<xSlO)&(x
7-5,
[ 22, 3!,

I

is
24/3,

even)
9+1

)
)

The fundamental
property
of Set Theory that
independence
through representation
isolation

allows
is:

the

support

of

functional

THE NEMBERSHIP CONDITION WHICH DEFINES A SET IS INDEPENDENT OF THE WAY
THAT HEHBERSHIP CONDITION IS REPRESENTED.
of set-structures
and setmodel x, a space consisting
Given
a set-theoretic
property
of
then the behavior
of X can be preserved
by the single
operations,
Let Y be a space
characterized
by the
membership
condition
[MC]:
X=0X ((MC) ).
condition
membership
condition
[NC]
and
membership
properties
is embedded in oY((MC,NCR))
[see Fig.
81. Then Ox([nc))
representation
[HCR],
and aX([Mc))
is
functionally
independent
of
oY((MCR)):
uX([MC))nnY((MCR)).
representation
conditions
of
X, X is
the
membership
Though
r supports
independent
of Y*.
In order to demonstrate
representation
independence
between an information
space
the information
set 2=[2,4,6,8,10)
and two
consider
spaces,
and tuo storage
space B.
in space A and S2=<6,8,10,4,2>
in
storage sequences:
Sl =<2,6,4,8,10>
both represent
the elements in Z, but not with the same order.
These sequences
function
Let Al be an access function
defined on Sl and let
A2
be an access
may or may not be the same algorithm,
These access functions
defined
on S2.
equivalence,
this
however they are truth
functionally
the same. To demonstrate
let
Gl(x) equal one if and only if x is in the sequence Sl; and let 62(x)
equal
and AlCA2
Though sIcs2
one if and only if
x is
in
the
sequence
52.
for all x in 2. Since space A models 2 under membership, and sine:
Gl (x)=G2(x)
B-A = (x:(x
in B)&(x not in A))
1 Relative
complement:
it
Therefore,
a It should be noted that X was specially
chosen.
that for every space there
exists
such an X.
yet, be inferred
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should

not,

as

REPRESENTATIQN INDEPENDENT ERBEDDING OF X INTO Y

FIGURE 8.
space B models Z under membership,
under
then space A and space B are equivalent
membership.
set
Z is
tie11 defined
in
BOTH spaces
though
even
its
representations
differ.
The same membership condition
occurring
in two or more
separate
spaces
is
called
redundant
membership
condition.
Distributed
membership
condition
is where two or more spaces contain
part of the membership
condition.
These spaces must interact
in order
to complete
the
membership
condition.
Distributed
membership condition
is prevalent
in current
information
systems and since functional
independence
is precluded
by distributed
membership
condition,
data
independence
is not prevalent
in current
information
systems.
Data
Independence,
in the strongest
sense, can be achieved
by
using
redundant
membership
conditions
and by allowing
communication
between spaces ONLY through
set-theoretic
interfaces.

SET-TREORETIC INTERFACE:
A set-theoretic
interface
is an embedding between two spaces allowing
membership
conditions
to cross the interface
vhile
isolating
the spaces from each others'
representations.
The necessity
of this interface
for data independence
might
best
be understood
by examining
why current
mechanisms
force
data
dependence.
spaces are involved
when information
processing
is augmented
using
a
Two basic
computer:
a "logical
model" representing
the information
and a @'physical
model"
to
support information
processing,
representing
storage.
For the computer
model.
Since
requires
the
logical
model to be embedded into
the physical
the
information
space is
initially
functionally
independent
of the
computer
independence?
If
complete
functional
environment,
preserve
this
why not
little
value.
Some
would be of
independence
were preserved
a computer
correspondence
must be established
between
the queries
in the information
space
Since
both
spaces
comprised of
and the
results
from
the computer.
are
association
is
to map operations
to
operations
and structure,
a natural
For many applications
this has proved
operations,
and structure
to structure.
this
approach.
drawbacks are inherent
with
most adequate;
however, two notable
than the information
structures,
structures
are more limited
First,
physical
For example,
if
the
thus forcing
concessions
in generality
and familiarity.
structures
are
structures
are "record
physical
oriented 11 and if the information
or
repeating
groups or unordered collections,
then some reduction
in structure
in the
The operations
that were familiar
must
be
required.
im nosed
order ins
information
space must now be transformed
into the appropriate
operations
in the
model.
physical
logical
model that correspond
to the support operations
in the
same lines,
the operations
that are conceptually
the
Second,
though
along
into
"pick the smallest"]
may translate
trivial
in the informaticn
space [i.e.,
extensive
processing
time in the computer.

parameters are part of the information
space,
Neither
nor
processing
storage
The logical
model and the
they only exist
as part of the computer environment.
The purpose of a set-theoretic
physical
mcael should reflect
this separation.
model
interface
is to provide
an embedding of a logical
model into
a physical
independent
of the storage and
the
logical
model is functionally
such that
Such
an
embedding
processing
parameters
of the physical
model, [see Fig,
81.
for in Set Theory both sets and set-operations
are
is
quite
simple
in nature,
model as
Therefore,
given a set-theoretic
defined
by a membership condition.
the
logical
model and a set-theoretic
model
as the physical
model, separation
between operations
and structure
does not have to be distinguished:
both can be
mapped by a membership function.
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This

exactly
.
l

is what a set-theoretic

interface

provides.

SETS ARE DEFINED IN BOTH MODELS BY THEIR BENBERSHIP CONDITIONS
SETS ARE DEFINED IN BOTH NODELS BY THEIR NENBERSHIP CONDITIONS

.

NEBBERSHIP CONDITION REPRESENTATIONS ARE ASSUNED TO BE DIFFERENT
IN EACH MODEL

.

SET OPERATIONS ARE A FUNCTION

.

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY IS A FUNCTION OF THE NENBERSHIP CONDITION
REPRESENTATICN
THE PHYSICAL MODEL ONLY

NENBERSHIP CONDITION ONLY

OF

IN

Redundant
membership condition
can be used to map between a logical
model and a
physical
model.
Consider
a simple logical
model containing
only the "unordered"
set A=[a,b,c)
along with the simple "ordered"
storage
space
N of
sequential
locations
from Ex. 1,
The only
operation
in
the information
space is the
membership function
G, such that C(x)=1 iff
x is in A.
Let B= (<lGO,b>,
<2o,c>,
<300,a> ) be a set in the physical
model representing
locations
20, 100. and 300
uith contents
being c, b, and a, respectively
[See Fig.
the
storage
space
Given a set A in an logical
model, let the physical
9';.
model define set
A by
SET-THEORETIC INTERFACE ISOLATES REPRESENTATION

LOGICAL MODEL

PHYSICAL HODEL
.

A=(a,b,c)~

-R(W=[a,b,cl
B=[<lOO,b>,<20,c>,<3OO,a>)

FIGURE 9.
If B is
R: A = (a,b,c)
= R(B).
operation,
the
set
B and the Ranger
using
In this
changed so that B= {<200,a>,<lO,c>,<UOO,b>)
then A=R(B) is STILL true.
example the logical
model was a set-theoretic
model of the information
space and
The logical
the
physical
node1 was a set-theoretic
model of the storage
space.
model was embedded into the physical
model by a set-theoretic
interface
so that
was the only communication
between the models.
condition
membership
redundant
Though the membership condition
representation
varied,
the membership
condition
of A was preserved.
For
Set Theory cannot model the simplest
of information
spaces.
notational
la,bl),
<a,b> 1 may appear
to conform
to
the
Set Theory; yet it has no membership condition
and therefore
is
depends
on Set Theory
The viability
of a set-theoretic
interface
NOT a set.
for
arbitrary
choices
of
provide
a genera 1 modeling
extended
to
being
information
and storage structures.

Unfortunately,
example,
conventionJ

f,'"fl,

EXTENDED SET THEORYe:
model an
necessary
to
the
resolution
Classical
Set Theory does not provide
Even a simple record oriented
system
information
system.
arbitrarily
general
cannot be properly
modeled by Classical
Set Theory.
---r RANGE: R(B) = (y: <x,y> is in B )
2 For a detailed
description
see CHILDS.
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In a record-oriented
system
the record
is a sequence
of
items;
the
order
and
identity
of items
distinguish
one record
from another.
Knowing
the identity
of
the items
alone
is not sufficient,
the order
is also
necessary.
In
Classical
seem to be preserved
using sets and n-tuples.
Set Theory
these distinctions
The
following
list
of n-tuples
are all
distinct,
yet they are all
constructed
from
la,b,cl:
<a, b, c>
<b,a ,c>
<a,a, t,b,b,c>
Though the
support
in
recognized

modeling
of records
using
n-tuples
may seem natural,
the
Classical
Set Theory
precludes
doing so.
This
difficulty
by a number of people
and different
approaches
have been

foundational
has
been
suggested.

Briefly
stated,
sets are collecticns
of items.
There is no ordering
understood,
implied,
or
intended
by the concept
of membership.
Sequences
require
a notion
of order:
a first
term,
a second
term,
a third
term ,...,etc.
The
accepted
definition
introduced
by Kuratowski
defines
the ordered
pair
Ca,b> to be equal
to the set ((a), (a,b))
1.
Thus,
for afb,
<a, b> and <b,a> are different
sequences
even though
both have the same two items.
With
this
definition
of
a binary
ordering,
binary
relations
and
binary
functions
can
now be defined
in set
theory.
Extending
the
concept
of ordering
beyond two elements
is mathematically
trivial,
for higher
orders
can be constructed
using
pairs
of
lover
orders’.
Thus
a three-tuple,
<a,b,c>,
or the pair
<<a,b>,c>,
becomes the pair <a,<b,c>>
or even the set of pairs
(<a,l>,<b,2>,<c,3>),
In
Classical
Set
Theory
ALL
are
binary
relations
relations.
Sets of n-tuples
with n>2 have no membership
description
except
as a binary
relation.
FOC most
mathematical
pursuits
the
restrict
ion
to
relations
binary
seems
quite
adequate,
but
for
modeling
information
systems
it is not.
have
no definition
except
as ordered
pairs,
there
are no general
Since
n-tuples
most data management
relational
operations
for relations
greater
than binary.
applications,
however,
are not restricted
to
relations.
Therefore,
a
binary
class
of
operations
must
be
established
for collections
of records
broader
If new operations
were defined
would
have
to
having
arbitrary
lengthx.
they
differentiate
between
sets describing
order
and sets describing
nestings.
This
define
the
other.
Even
if
no
new
is clearly
impossible
if one is used to
“se t.9
cannot
exist.
Assuming
the
operations
were
introduced,
certain
n- tuples,
Kuratowski
definition
for ordered
pairs
and a nested
pairing
for
the
they
seem to be:
following
are net the sets

[ <a,b>,
( ta,b,c>,
In
order
to
Theory’
was
allowing
a
pairings.

(Pl,la,bll
<<a,b>,c>,

1

<a,<b,c>>

)

model general
structures
and operations
among them, an Extended
Set
order
thus
nestings
and
that
distinguishes
between
developed
definition
for
n-tuples
that
is
NOT equivalent
to any nested

ordered
a partially
Set
Theory
is
underlying
Extended
The essential
idea
ccndition
instead
of the unordered
membership
condition
of Classical
membership
Extended
Theory
and
The formal
development
of both Classical
Set
Set Theory.
the null
set and nunordered”
same
initial
primitives:
assume
the
Theory
Set
Class ical
Set
Theory
A short
simplified
comparison
will
contrast
membership.
the given
primitive
of membership)
with Extended
Set Theory
(which
(which
uses
condition
from
the
primitive
of
ordered
membership
develops
a partially
membership).

1 Other definitions
include:
((a, 0), (b,
net
do are:
(a,(b)),
definitions
that
will
Par
< 1x1, lx, lYll>=<
I(x, (Ylll.X>[see FRAENKEL]
<x,y>=< [X ,y) ,c>.
2 See BERZTISS ~26-28;
SKOLEU
area.
3 See CODD: MCRE for work in this
l
See CHILDS

and
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CLASSICAL SET THEORY
GIVEN: Null

set 0 and membership e

SET DEFI,NITION:
Y is a set ++

(Vx)(xeY

or Y=0)

SCHEMAFOR A SET:
Ix:

r(x)J=Y

c+ (Vx)(xeY

*

r(x))

EXTENDEDSET THEORY
GIVEN: Q-null

set p) and Q-membership E

Q-SET DEFINITION:
q is a Q-set +P (Vx)(xcq

or q=fl)

SCHEMAFOR A Q-SET:
[x:

r(x)]=q

-

(Vx)(xeq

*

r(x))

SET DEFINITION:
YisasetLlNDERZ
((Va)(acY) *

*

(sx)(~)(yEz)(a=[Cxl,[y,811) or Y=O)

SET MEMBERSHIPDEFINITION:

X ei Y *

[bl,[i

,hIll c Y

SCHEMAFOR A SET:
{xi:

r(x,i)>

-

[[[xl,[i,Kl:

r(x,i)l

a proper selection
for Z, these definitions
allow for a variety
of different
BY
conditions
to become integral
to the membership condition.
If Z is chosen to be
[a],
then the membership reduces to that of Classical
Set Theory.
In
order
to
membership
to include
partial
order, consider
the following
definition
extend
for
integers:
Ntl=[
N,[ N]]
and
let
1=1831 F;;ctit rp I I# ~=r~#rB.EPlll.*--~
Z=Iq, sets under Z include
all sets in Classical
Set
Iq=[1,2,3,...,N,..].
The nested set ([a),[a,bJJ
is
r(x,l)),
(a,b,cJ=(aI,bl,cl)Theory:
(x:I'(x)J=[x*:
l,brJt)
and is no longer
needed to define <a,b>.
Order can
replaced
by ((a'Jl,(a
<a, b>=<x,y>
implies
a=x and
by letting
<a,b>= (al,b*),
then
now be introduced
to
n-tuples,
<a,b,c,d>
=
This
approach
be extended
b=y.
may easily
which are veil-ordered
and without
ttgapstc,
the
Unlike
n-tuFles,
[al,b*,ca,d*J.
set in
has partial
order and 8tqaps11, but it is a legitimate
(al,ba,ca,d7)
set
Structures
that could not be defined
vith
Classical
Set
Extended Set fheory.
as legitimate
sets in Extended Set Theory.
Theory, can now be represented
These I'nevll
Theory.
In

provide
can
sets
10
there
Figure
A

bc

models with finer
are two 3-node

resolution
than Classical
graphs
both
vith
the

Set
same

STRUCTURE MODELING

I{<a,b>,<b,c>,<c,a>)1,1c',b1,a212,~b1,a',c213)

FIGURE 10.
vith
different
x-y coordinate
relationships.
Extended Set
connectivity,
but
common
Theory allcvs
a structural
modeling of these two graphs expressing
their
along vith their
relative
x-y coordinate
differences
property
of connectivity
(y=(.-.J*,
x=(.-.)x).
As another example
consider
the
problem
of
repeating
111:
one file,
containing
The structure
to be preserved
is [see Fig.
groups.
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REPEATING

GROUPS

= ~~a1,b2,c2,d3~~Ix1,yz,~3}2}

c!$?2(A) = {b’ ,cl .y21
PIGURE

11.

records
with fields
“father’@,
“child”,
“mother”.
The second field
is
child
NOT children;
therefore,
it cannot
be represented
as a set of children.
When a
couple
have mare than one child
a record-oriented
must
model
resort
to
an
equivalent
means for expressing
tlcontent10
at the sacrifice
of not preserving
the
structure.
Notice
in
Figure
11 that
the
second
domian
preserves
a!%)
information
about siblings.
2
tY0

Because of the
cited
earlier
one-element
set
longer
defined
the ONLY relations
relations
ary
between
n-tuples
uintuitively’*:

extended
membership
condition
a problem
in Classical
Set
Theory
ncu disappears.
The set [<a,b>,
( [a), (a,b]})
does not reduce
to a
since
<a,b> is no longer
defined
by ((a},
(a,b)).
Order
is
no
using
ANY form of nested
set equivalence,
Binary
relations
were
allcwed
in Classical
Set Theory.
In Extended
Set
Theory
nnow have an existence
independent
of ordered
pairs,
Operations
which
were
useless
in
Classical
Set
Theory
now behave

INTERSECTION:
AnB =

IX’ : (X ei A) and

(X

ei B) )

THEN:
<a,b>n<a,x>
= [a)
<a, b>-()l <x, b> = (b*}
<a,b,c,d>n<x,b,y,a>

= (b*,a’}

now be defined
and are compatible
with
ALL
can
operations
General
relational
((type”
distinction
other
sets and set operations
(i.e.,
there
is no artificial
By allowing
Z to be sets under Iq,
then Fuzzy
between
“sets11 and 18relations*8).
I,,”
represents
and Bultisetsa
can be defined
by [xc0 b): p(x,a,b)]
vhere
sets
eik’her
the degree
of membership
for a Fuzzy Set or
the
order
and llbu represents
The ability
to define
Z as
represents
the number cf occurrences
for a Multiset.
more
Extended
Set
Theory
provides
just
the integers
or as any arbitrary
set
Since Extended
Set
qeneral
modeling
capability
than Classical
Set Theory
alone.
the structure
and operations
of Classical
Set Theory
PLUS
ccntains
all
Theory
Set
Extended
Theory,
structures
and operations
not available
in Classical
Set
This extended
Classical
Set
Theory.
than
resolution
Theory
has
a finer
embeddings
of
resolution
provides
the
generality
necessary
for
general
information
spaces
to storage
spaces
through
an intermediate
data space.

DATA SPACE:
of the data space is to provide
a general
embedding
of an information
role
Tbe
transitive,
inf ornation
since
embeddings
are
space into
a storage
space.
any
Such
been
embedded directly.
could
have
embedded
by a data
space
space
choice
of
perf crma nce
predetermined
dedicated
to
a
are
embeddings
The intervention
of a data space between
the information
space
characteristics.
and the storage
space provides
a means for varying
the embedding
characteristics
accommodate
a variety
of information
spaces
with the appropriate
performance
to
the
shield
principal,
A data
space should,
in
criteria
of the storage
space.
from the parameters
belonging
strictly
to the storage
space,
model
information
yet at the same time allow
for intelligent
dynamic
control
over these
parameters
space
fulfills
these
The extent
to which a data
by an appropriate
authority.
Since an information
is the extent
to uhicb
it is data independent.
objectives
space is embedded
in a data space and the data space is embedded
in
a storage
complete
data independence
can be achieved
if both of
space
Pig.
[see
121.
The conditions
for
these embeddings
are supported
by a set-theoretic
interface.
space,
these
two set-theoretic
interfaces
are as follows:
Given an information
-----_I_

1 See ZADEH
* See KNUTA
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I. and a stcrage space, S, uith two set-theoretic
models,
is a A-model of I and P is a C-model of S and A is a subset

such that
model D
exercises
B=C, then

L and P, such that L
of c; then for any B
A is a subset of B and E is a subset of c and for
any set- theoretic
that
preserves
B, D is a data independent
data space.
If @=A, then D
no independent
performance
control
over the storage space, however
if
D exercises
complete performance
control
over the storage space.

The previous
descripticn
assumed the existence
of both a set-theoretic
model, I,
and a set-theoretic
model, P. For a set-theoretic
interface
to be any more than
an academic
exercise,
the existence
of L and P for any given inforaaticn
space
and any given storage
space must be determined.
Let
2 be any space
with
properties
T.
Let OX(Q) be an extended set model, then uX(QnT)
is the finest
model of 2 that X can FrOVide.
The question
now becomes,
“How general
is a
extended
model?u
It
has already been shown that Extended Set Theory has
set
finer
resolution
than
Classical
Set Theory
which
is
considered
a
already
reasonably
extensive
model.
The complete bounds on the generality
may never be
known (or even investigated).
To encourage confidence
that extended set
theory
is a more general
model than the familiar
record-oriented
models, consider
again
the concept of a repeating
group (Fig.
111.
The data
like
other
and structure.
space,
spaces,
consists
of operations
Current
implementations
of data spaces generally
rely on a single
data structure
type (i.e.,
Ring, List,
Inverted
File,
etc,)
and limit
the
data
operations
to
structure-preserving
operations
(i-e.,
examine
next,
update,
etc.).
sort,
Though extended set theory can model1 these data
spaces
preserving
all
their
properties2
the real advantage provided
by Extended Set Theory is modeling
data
spaces which are separated
from the information
space and the storage
space by a
set-theoretic
interface.
between
these
three
spaces
is
The relationship
AN INPOEBATICN SPACE EBBEDDEDINTO A DATA SPACE
and
TEE DATA SPACE EMBEDDEDINTO A STORAGE SPACE

STORAGE SPACE

INPORBATION SPACE

A

IS

A

SUBSET OF B AND B IS

A

SUBSET OF C

FIGURE 12.
supported

as follows

[see

Fig.

121:

A SET
THE SETS AND SET CJFERATIONSIN L HAP TO SET DEFINITIONS IN D.
DEFINITION
IN D IS CONSTRUCTEDOF SETS AND SET OPERATIQNS OP D. THE
THE SET
IN P.
SETS AND SET OPERATICNS OP D HAP TO SET DEPINITIONS
DEPINITIONS IN P ARE CONSTRUCTEDOP BIT-STRINGS AND ACCESS OPERATIONS.
the generality
of information
processing
is determined
by the information
Since
space, and since operational
efficiency
is determined
by the storage space, then
by the choice of data space.
the 11trade-off81,
if any, between them is determined

1 Extended Set Theory can model a space containing
no sets or set operations.
A
sharp distinction
should be maintained
between Extended Set Theory as a modeling
For an
operations.
set
containing
implementation
and an actual
formalism
example of the latter
see LU77.
That proper subset
of
2 Even Classical
Set Theory can model any storage space.
model which can be
is
an identity
the code and data
containing
storage
operationally
modeled by a set of ordered pairs,
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APPLICATION

GENERALITY

vs 0PERATICNAL

EFFICIENCY:

It may be argued
that
there
is always
a trade-off
between
the
distance
one
travels
and
the
time
it
takes
to travel,
However,
by flying
one can travel
further
AND faster
than by rowing,
The choice
of vehicle
can make a substantial
difference.
The proper
choice
of a data space can provide
greater
flexibility
AND operational
efficiency
then is currently
accepted.
The real
trade-off
is
within
the data space betueen
the
data
operations
and
the
data
structure.
Deficient
operation
capabilities
must
be augmented
by excess
storage
or by
structura
1 complexity.
In general,
“access
algorithms”
require
less
space
and
provide
gr’eater
flexibility
than
predetermined
stored
access
paths.
Access
algorithms
are not a new idea.
In Example
1, the storage
requirements
to
store
the
500,000
even integers
can be reduced
to three
storage
locations
containing
1, 2, 106 and one algorithm:
x>l and x<lO*
and x divisible
by 2.
Algorithms
are
fine
in numerical
situations,
but
deteriorate
when
applied
to
information
pcocessing.
What
algorithm
accepts
a person’s
name, then produces
his phone
number,
wife’s
birth
date,
and daughter’s
dental
record?
The need for some kind of information
algebra
has
timel.
With
experience2
gathered
since
1968, it
based on Extended
Set
Theory
do indeed
provide
operational
efficiency
that
proportionally
improves
amount of data
becomes
large.
This
experience
localized,
host-oriented
information
system
where all
were
assumed by the host [see Fig.
The only
133.
ALL RANAGEBENT FUNCTIONS

been
recognized
for
some
seems that
implementations3
flexible
interrogation
and
rather
than degrades
as the
mas gathered
by
a small,
three
management
functions
set-theoretic
interface
used

PERFORMED BY HOST

HOST

I

I
1
1

OS[SM]

FIGURE

13

The
operating
system,
vas between
the Information
Rodel.
and the Data Rodels.
this
mas:
The trade-off
in
system
complex
KTS6, provided
the Storage
Bodel.
One application
involved
15,000,OOO
operations
for storage
size
and complexity.
1 3-byte
serial
number,
60
Each record
contained:
automobile
warranty
records.
fields.
and 72 l-bit
fields
for a total
of 133
l-byte
coded and compact
fields,
There were no character
strings,
no blanks,
nor any “missing”
information
of any
further
compaction
of the data and still
preserve
the
that
would
kind
allow
file”
onThe objective
was to install
a “master
indiv idua 1 record
structure.
terminal
access
to spontaneous
queries
having
ANY of the 133
line
to
support
NO
etc.
fields
as the primary
key, ANY of the
fields
as
a secondary
key,
any logical
or arithmetic
combination
was predetermined,
queries
collection
of
When
be a legitimate
question.
of fields
within
or betueen
records
was to
the total
size
required
(including
all
data and supporting
software)
completed,
The
data
original
compact
data
size.
size
of
the
uas under a third
the
operations
uere set operations
and the data structure
consisted
of approximately
sets.
only those
sets
independent
When a query is asked,
2000
structurally
which can contribute
to the answer
become the active
database.
to determine
if 9 was a
Earlier
in this
paper,
in Example
1, it uas noted that
By not preserving
record
lccations
had
to
be examined.
even
all
integer,
database
can
be
the
structure
but by grouping
information,
large
portions
of
If a set can not contribute,
why access
it?
**examined”
and rejected
by default.
only
effective
when everything
in the record
is
systems
are
Record-oriented
1 Clost

notably

by:

BOSAK;

CODD; IORE;

STEEL

2 See FOSTPR
3 See LU77
The HICRC
system
was used for the Information
5 The STDS Package
was used for the Data Rode1
6
the University
SYSTEE at
TERMINAL
RICHICAN
University.
l
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Model see KA77.
see LU77.
of Michigan
and at

Wayne State

NETWORKSYSTEM

AND

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

S
HOST
a

ALL CCNNECTIONS ARE SET-THEORETIC INTERFACES
FIGURE 14
pertinent
to the
query,
Therefore,
let
the
users'
view
be one record
collection,
but
let the data space have a different
collection
oriented
toward
pertinent
groupings
with the appropriate
operations
to *#reconstruct"
the users*
vieu
and perform re-groupings
as desired.
This can easily
be achieved
when the
information
space and the data space are separated
by a set-theoretic
interface.
EACKENDINFORflATION SYSTEK SUPPORT

FIGURE 15
By employing
multiple
set-theoretic
interfaces
spaces,
as in networks and satellite
storage
computer
data
space
to a stand-alone
the
performance
characteristics
can be achieved:
.
.
.
.
.
.

between
systems
[Fig.

information,
[Pig.
141,
151, some

data,
and
or by moving
interesting

DATA RESTRUCTURING AT DATA TRANSFER SPEED
0pTxnxzED USE OF A nxx CP DIVERSE STORAGE TYPES
OPERATIONS SENT TO DATA INSTEAD OF DATA TO OPERATIONS
EFFICIENT NETWORKCOMflUNICATION BY MAXIflIZING INFORMATION DENSITY
WHILE flINIt4IZING ITS DATA TRANSflISSION
EXTENSIBILITY
WITHOUT MODIFYING EXISTING
APPLICATION
SYSTEfl
PROGRAMS
INDEPENDENTLY
MULTIPLE USER VIEWS OVER SHARED, DISTRIBUTED,
STRUCTUREDDATABASES

complete data independence
on a
advantages
from supporting
inherent
All
the
Once a comfortable
this
short
list.
backend computer are not contained
in
with Extended Set Theory and set-theoretic
interfaces
is achieved,
acquaintance
many more examples will
became apparent.

CCNCLUSION:
Information
System:
Information
Three
distinct
components
comprise
an
Information
management is
Data Banagement, and Storage Management.
nanagement,
computer
from
isolation
tc
the
user and
characterized
by convenience
management of
management is concerned with efficient
Storage
considerations.
44

CCmputec resources
and
isolated
fr0m
information
processing
considerations.
Data
management
is
charged
with coupling
information
management
with storage
management
so that
neither
is aware of a coupling.
To study
achieve
and
this
coupling,
the
concepts
of
modeling
and
embedding
spaces
were
developed.
Informaticn,
data,
and storage
management
are performed
by the
manipulation
of
operations
on structures
in their
respective
space.
The roll
of the data space
is to provide
the data management
facility
by modeling
the information
space and
embedding
it into
a storage
space.
The properties
of a data space depend on the
resolution
of the information
model,
the resolution
of the
storage
model,
and
the
resoluticn
of
embedding
between
them.
the
A general
model
of
the
information
space with a restrictive
embedding
will
only
preserve
a restriction
of
the
information
model.
A restrictive
information
model
and a general
embedding
will
only preserve
the restricted
information
model.
Current
DBMS
philosophy
seems
to
dictate
a restricted
information
model and a matching
embedding
into
a rigid
storage
model.
There
reasons
may be many good
(historical
and economic)
to justify
this
approach
in the past.
Future
systems,
however,
cannot
thrive
under
philosophy.
this
Extended
Set Theory
has been
presented
as a means to extend
the current
philosophy
by
relieving
unnecessary
restrict
ions
independent
to
the
three
components
of an
and
adding
control
Information
System.
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